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Computational law

§1 
Thou shalt not 
 park a vehicle…

if 
 item == vehicle 
then 
 may_park = False

NATURAL LANGUAGE

FORMAL VERIFICATION

END-USER APPLICATIONS
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Previous work: NLG from Core L4 
Input:

● Logical predicates 
● CNL descriptions

Output:

● Natural language
NATURAL 

LANGUAGE

Listenmaa et al. Towards CNL-based verbalization of computational contracts, CNL2020/21

CORE L4
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Current work: Logic from Natural L4
NATURAL L4

LOGIC

Research question: is Natural L4 a 
good format for NLG and logic?



Logic from Natural L4





GOTO G94



GOTO G94

RETURN RESULT 

GOTO G142



Natural L4: Big picture
Future work: full program 

Current work: single rule



Natural L4: Single rule

KEYWORDS

FREE TEXT



Natural L4 to logic

∀o,d. organisation(o) ∧ ¬publicAgency(o) 
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Natural L4 to logic

∀o,d. organisation(o) ∧ ¬publicAgency(o) 

             ∧ dataBreach(d) ∧  becomeAwareOccur(o, d)

STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED

● Names of predicates
● Arities of predicates
● Negation, …
● Arguments to predicates

● Shape of formula
● Quantification
● Arguments to 

predicates 



Parsed into a Haskell datatype
NATURAL L4

PARSE

STRINGS



Haskell datatype parsed with UD+GF

# ud, UD tree in CoNLLU format:
1  is  be AUX Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin 5 cop
2  not  not PART _ 5 advmod
3  a  a DET Definite=Ind|PronType=Art 5 det
4  public public ADJ Degree=Pos 5 amod
5  agency agency NOUN Number=Sing 0 root

UD PARSE



Haskell datatype parsed with UD+GF

UD PARSE 

UD2GF

# ud, UD tree in CoNLLU format:
1  is  be AUX … 5 cop
2  not  not PART … 5 advmod
3  a  a DET … 5 det
4  public public ADJ … 5 amod
5  agency agency NOUN … 0 root

# GF tree
root_cop_advmod 
  (rootN_ (DetCN (DetQuant IndefArt NumSg)
                 (AdjCN (PositA public_A) (UseN agency_N)))) 
  be_cop 
  not_advmod



GF grammar

GF RESOURCE 
GRAMMAR LIBRARY

UD LAYER



GF grammar: categories
● Translate UD labels to GF categories



GF grammar: categories
● Translate UD labels to GF categories ● Map existing GF categories to 

the new UD-label categories
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GF grammar: functions
● UD-functions take RGL trees as argument
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GF grammar: functions

Act §26.2

the cat sleeps

observance is mandatory

she is here

render unlikely that the breach will result in 
significant harm

is not a public agency

root_nsubj_cop

 root_nsubj

 root_xcomp_ccomp

 root_cop_advmod

 root_nummod

No linearisation needed

Storage for RGL trees



GF grammar
EXTRACT PREDICATES



GF grammar

NLG



GF grammar

NLG

     “are you a public agency?”

AreYouQuestion



Predicate extraction
● Pattern match UD-trees



Predicate extraction
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Predicate extraction
● Extract negation from UD-tree

¬ publicAgency
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Predicate extraction
● Pattern match root

¬ publicAgency



Predicate extraction
● Extract predicate name

¬ publicAgency



Negation?
● Logical negation, or part of the predicate?

○ ¬publicAgency(x) vs. notPublicAgency(x)

○ For nested predicates, only latter feasible: “A knows that B is not a public agency”

● Good for NLG if predicates are simple 
○ “are you a public agency” vs. “are you not a public agency”

○ But NLG and logic can be different!



Nested clauses
UD LAYER

STANDARD
RGL TREES

UD LAYER

“becoming aware that a data 
breach occurs”
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nsubj

If upon contains a VP, then its subject of 
upon field is the subj.
Whatever ccomp the upon might have, is 
a predicate about the world.

If upon contains a sentence with 
subject, then upon is also an arbitrary 
predicate about the world.

UPON ≈ EVENT PREREQ TRIGGER

root     xcomp

           ccomp
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Nested clauses
UD LAYER

nsubj

∀o,d. dataBreach(d) ∧ 

becomeAwareOccur(o, d)

UPON ≈ EVENT PREREQ TRIGGER

root     xcomp

           ccomp
   

outer predicate 
“become aware”, 
whose subject is 
Organisation
(main subject of 
the whole rule)

subject of inner 
predicate, “data 
breach”

inner predicate 
“occur”



Thank you
Code & more info at Singapore Management University’s Centre for Computational Law: 

https://github.com/smucclaw 
Email me: inari.listenmaa@gmail.com 

https://github.com/smucclaw
mailto:inari.listenmaa@gmail.com

